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Supreme Tournament 55 Luxury in tournament size 

Product Description 

The MILLENNIUM Supreme Tournament 55 is a 
tournament-sized electronic chess board. 

The luxury features include: 

 Real wood chessboard with 55mm square size 
 Fully automatic piece recognition with ultra-

fast RFID scanning technology 
 81 LEDs (4 per square) for move indication 
 Dimming of the LEDs via the logo badge 
 Switching off the LEDs for tournament games 

(still move recording possible) via the logo 
badge 

 Hand-carved, extra heavy high-end pieces set 
made of real wood (American Staunton 3.75" 
style) with one additional queen per color 

 

Equipped for all uses 

 Play against other people online on lichess.org 
with ChessLink module and app 

 Play with mobile or PC apps like HIARCS and Chess 
for Android (connection also via ChessLink 
module) 

 Move recording via piece detection for apps with 
2-player mode  

 Connect chess computer modules ChessGenius or 
The King Element and play offline. 

Storage made easy 

The Surpreme Tournament 55 e-Board is delivered in 
an elaborate gift box with carrying handle, which 
reliably and perfectly protects the board, pieces and 
many accessories (including ChessLink, ChessVolt and 
King Element) when you are not using it. 

Technical Data Delivery Scope 

 81 LEDs for move indication on the board 
(dimmable, can be switched off) 

 Fully automatic piece recognition 
 Dimensions 55 x 55 x 2 cm 
 Connectors: Mini-Din 4 pin, for connection with 

all Millennium 9V modules  

 Electronic chess board 
 Chess pieces  
 Power adapter 
 High quality gift and storage box for chess board 

and separately available accessories 
 Connecting cable, mini Din 4 pin 

  
 
 

Artikel-Nr.  M850 
UVP  699 Euro   

 


